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Since 1970 women have filled two new jobs for every one taken by a man. Back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest that the employment of extra women has not only added more to GDP than new jobs for men but has also chipped in more than either capital investment or increased productivity. Carve up the world's economic growth a different way and another surprising conclusion emerges: over the past decade or so, the increased employment of women in developed economies has contributed much more to global growth than China has. Girl power. Women are becoming more important in the global market to feminist perspectives on economic analysis; more than 70 percent either strongly disagreed with or had no opinion on the statement that mainstream economics would be enriched if it incorporated more feminist analysis. Women's unpaid family work also includes maintaining kin networks and relationships, which provide a type of social insurance for the family. It is difficult to see what new insights the arid concepts of critical realism, such as social rules and social positions, could bring to contemporary feminist work on the ontology of social reality. Julie Nelson's 1995 article titled Feminism and Economics in the Journal of Economic Perspectives presents...
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